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Sunsetter manual lateral

html embed video EasyHtml5Video.com v3.0 Subscribe now! CALL FREE 1-800-876-2340 Hand-held vertical arm lineing with handcomb (included). Stretches from your home 10 feet, 2 in. Can be installed under oversends of up to 7 feet. SunSetter 5 Year Limited Warranty. SKU – 050801 Motorized lateral arm with somfy motor top and one-touch remote
control. Extends up to 3 feet. Can be installed under a height of up to 7 feet. SunSetter 5 Year Limited Warranty. SKU – 510247 Hand-operated lateral arm with hand comb (included). Extends up to 3 feet. Can be installed under a height of up to 7 feet. SunSetter 5 Year Limited Warranty. SKU - 508302 Request a free info package Get a $200 savings
certificate Find SunSetter Independent Authorized Dealer Near You Order Awning Fabric Swatch Samples For general questions about our company, the benefits of our akathmia and how to choose the right model for you click here. If you have any questions about measurements, click here to fit your app and installation. Q: Which model is right for me?
Answer: Each model offers separate benefits. If you want the absolute ease, elegance and simplicity of remote-controlled operation and a battery with no vertical supports, the SunSetter Series and Platinum Series Motorized models are the obvious choice. For very large areas, our XL and PRO XL models are recommended. Our latest Platinum Plus half
cassette model is our high-end model with the latest contemporary design that offers ultimate satisfaction. All motorized models have excellent quality Somfy® engine and side arm technology. And they're still hundreds of dollars less than competition without sacrificing any qualities or quality. Our manual lateral model is perfect for you if you want the look
and feel of a motorized model, but prefer manual hand 2000 use. Financially, our most expensive a-pin is our 1000XT manual model. It has adjustable support arms that can be manually placed vertically on the surface of the lid or patio or at an angle back against the house. These arms give the 1000XT exceptional strength and stability - so it's good for
areas where wind or passing showers are typical. It opens and closes in 60 seconds with a simple hand comb No matter which model you choose, you can't make a bad choice. You always get excellently built, easy-to-use, gorgeous looking make-up at an exceptional price. For a sample comparison, click here. Top Q: Why does SunSetters pay so much less
than custom go-on? Will it last years of service? Will it last? Answer: SunSetters are such good values because as the largest American manufacturer of home akadenses we buy raw materials at the best possible price, we assemble our pools in the most efficient way, using generated by electricity, and we pass by savings with you. But when it comes to
quality, you can tell you're not giving up anything. SunSetter Awning has been carefully assembled in America in our 78,000 square meter factory using only the finest quality materials. Our support and support is made of high quality aluminium for excellent strength without being overweight. Our rolling mechanisms have been tested over 20,000 cycles
without failure - equivalent to more than 20 years of use. The Somfy engine we use in our motorized models is definitely the best in the industry. The sunSetter series and Platinum series' motorized and manual akadenses, as well as the free-to-share SunSetter Oasis, use new lateral arm technology that can only be found in the best lateral arm akas. Both the
popular water-repellent woven acrylic fabric and Sunbrella Performance Fabric give you 99% of the UVA and UVB protection. It is solution colored, which means that the color goes through the fabric, so its rich color remains beautiful for years. The traditional laminated fabric has 5 layers. It is covered on both sides and has no seams or sutures to use or leak
over time. It certainly won't fade or crack for 5 years, it's mould resistant and gives you 99% protection against harmful UV rays. SunSetter series forays have a 5-year limited warranty against defects in materials or workmanage. Platinum Series aconta enclosure has a 10-year limited warranty. These quality awnings are made into years and years of
effortless operation. Top Q: How is SunSetters in the wind? Can I leave my makeup open all the time? Answer: Our don't be tested by an independent laboratory for wind resistance. All our models endured winds of 55-75 km/h without damage in controlled tests. However, we recommend that you pull back our den during strong, gusty winds. Since they
retreat, they are good for breezy localities, where a permanent donning would be a little impractical and prone to damage. An optional wireless wind sensor for motorized models will give you more peace of mind by automatically closing your pool on very windy days. Top, K: What accessories do you offer SunSetter? Answer: We offer a stylish aluminum
hood for all models except platinum plus half-pile (this model already has a built-in hood), 1000XT and Oasis Freestanding decks. Hood offers a perfect finished look and protection from your dont elements all year round. We also offer Awning Cover for all winter storage and protection models. Our akadenss and fabrics are designed to withstand year-round
weather and never need to be removed from the house. Our dimming LEDs are customers' favorites because they allow you to extend your entertaining directly into the evening by providing perfect soft or bright lighting with the same remote control that uses your a sign. Wireless wind sensor the most popular accessory for motorized models. It automatically
closes your don'tan on windy days. Now you can also open and close the nasta from anywhere using Somfy® myLink™. Just plug this device into a power outlet, download the app, and with a simple tap on your device, you'll be remotely controlling your don't youin. Best of all, we now offer accessories in a variety of money-saving packages to buy our most
popular accessories combinations for much less than you should pay for them separately. All SunSetter series accessories are guaranteed for 5 years. All Platinum Series accessories are guaranteed to be 10 years old. Top Q: Can SunSetter help keep the inside of my home cool? Answer: Yes. In addition to keeping your terrace or patio up to 20 degrees
cooler, preventing the sun from shining on the patio door or window, you can keep the inside of your house cooler, save on air conditioning bills and help prevent carpets from fading! SunSetter helps reduce your energy consumption and reduce your carbon footprint. Top Q: Can I pay for my don't goa in batches over time? Answer: Yes. SunSetter Direct
offers a postponed 5 payment plan for credit card users. Just pay 20% down and get immediate delivery. We automatically charge your credit card in four additional monthly installs. We're not going to increase interest. You can also ask your independent SunSetter authorized reseller about the payment plans they may have at your disposal. Click here for
more information. Top Q: How long have you been in business? Answer: We've been in the donter business for over 30 years, selling more patio and deck containers than anyone else in America, over 800,000 satisfied SunSetter owners. When you call us, you will reach a friendly and knowledgeable staff who are ready to answer your questions and provide
quick and polite customer service. Top measurements and installation Q: I'm not a professional carpenter - I'm not even that handy with tools. Can I really install my a-na myself? Answer: Absolutely. You don't have to have any special background or skills to install the make-up correctly. Just follow the easy steps in the handy installation booklet and DVD that
comes with the pinnat. You can make your SunSetter work a short morning with a few simple tools. If you need help, call our free installation hotline: 1-800-876-2340. We have experts who have helped homeowners at all skill levels set up their own nastains. If you decide that you want to install SunSetter professionally, you have two options... 1. You can buy
directly from SunSetter and get the local company to assist with the installation. Call us at the number above and we can recommend a local SunSetter dealer or an independent pre-screened authentication company Region. These are independent companies and bill you directly for their services. 2. If: If: we recommend contacting your local authorized
SunSetter dealer. You can find the contact information of your nearest retailer in this package. Top Q: I have a Ranch house with low eas. Can SunSetter fit in my house? Answer: The SunSetter Series and Platinum Series require an installation height of at least 7 feet. A local SunSetter retailer may suggest other ways to install an a-pin with special fasteners
(such as ceiling fasteners) only available if you don't have a minimum height. The 1000XT model can be mounted up to 7 feet under the oversends and gutters. Top Q: Do I have to hire an electrician to connect a motorized sunsetter? Answer: No. The motorized navel has a 10-foot wire with a standard electrical plug at the end. The motorized oasis has a 20-
foot wire. Just plug in your make-up and it's ready to go! (As with all outdoor equipment, a ground breaker is highly recommended.) And depending on where your socket is located, you can order a p.m. with an engine on the right or left when you encounter the house. The only reason you want an electrician is to install an electrical outlet if you do not already
have one within reach of the insertion cable. (Of course, you can also use a heavy grounded extension cord with grounding as well.) Top Q: Can I buy a SunSetter akaise from a local retailer? Answer: Yes you can. Many local retailers across the country sell SunSetter akadenss. They are independent companies that buy the traps from SunSetter for resale to
consumers. These retailers aren't affiliated with SunSetter products, but they do have the SunSetter akadent on display and can answer all your questions. Our independent resellers will show you the benefits of our thints and how they work. They also allow you to touch and feel the structure of fabrics, including our traditional laminated line and woven acrylic
line. All SunSetter retailers determine their own pricing and may not match sunSetter Factory Direct prices. To find a SunSetter standalmal retailer near you, click here. Top Q: What kind of fabric and color options are available for my makeup? Answer: The SunSetter series has SunSetter Exclusive woven acrylic fabric or traditional laminated fabric. SunSetter
Platinum Series has world-famous Sunbrella ® fabrics. SunSetter Exclusive Woven Acrylic Fabric - All the vertical stripes and solid colors shown here are created specifically for SunSetter using 100% solution-stained, water-repellent acrylic fabric. It is woven using a thread weaving process that creates rich, warm, vertical stripes and solid colors that cannot
be created with our laminated process. In fact, our acrylic fabric has the same excellent quality found in many custom-made aphats — but custom-made price. It has a 5-year limited warranty. Traditional laminated fabric – Heavy, 100% waterproof, 5-layer fabric with 2 thick layers of colour pigmentation, an internal scrim layer for strength and two layers of
clear coating at the top and bottom. With the help of a protective coating, the fabric can withstand UV rays and wear. This popular fabric is fad resistant and keeps its color well. It is also flame and mould resistant and easy to clean. Like acrylic fabric, it protects your family from 99% of harmful UVA and UVB rays and passing showers. It has a 5-year limited
warranty. Sunbrella® high-performance fabrics - You'll find the perfect colour to complement your home's décor from the stylish Sunbrella ® range of performance fabrics. Designed to withstand and guarantee against the elements, they are water repellent, resistant to mould, mould and fading, and with UPF protection from UV rays. Sunbrella® offers a stylish
look with the ultimate withholding and cleanliness. Sunbrella fabrics have a 10-year limited warranty. Top Q: What about rain? Is there a problem with the leaks? Answer: Our traditional laminated fabric is 100% waterproof and protects you from rain and passing showers, as long as the water doesn't bathe on the canvas. To allow rainwater to run straight from
your 1000XT model, just lower slightly the other side of the bathtout. You can also buy optional Rainaway Arches that create a gentle arch in the fabric so that light rain rolls out of the dress rather than the pool, even if you leave the bathter open most of the time. However, you need to lower one support arm in order for the water to run enough. (If a really
strong storm is to be expected, we recommend that you completely pull back the trap.) While our other models protect you from light rain and drizzle, you need to pull them back when the water starts swimming. Woven acrylic fabric and Sunbrella Performance Fabric are water repellent and protect you from light rain and passing showers, as long as the water
doesn't drift on the canvas. Top Q: Why aren't acrylic patterns available in laminated fabric? Answer: Weaving acrylic fabric from fibers dyed with a 100% solution allows for richer and brighter color combinations compared to a laminated process based on printing technology. Our acrylic vertical stripe pattern is made exclusively for SunSetter and cannot be
found anywhere else. Top Q: Why is woven acrylic fabric not available on SunSetter XT models? Answer: Since they support extra support and can tilt the XT bath to one side to make the rainwater escape, our customers use these side of the cause as a permanent protective structure from both the sun and the rain. By providing these model coins with our
100% waterproof laminated fabric, we give our customers the best rain Available. Our lateral arm models are mainly used for sun and light rain protection, which are suitable for the properties of our acrylic water repellent fabric. Top Q: What's the difference between waterproof and waterproof? Answer: Waterproof fabrics, such as our laminated fabrics, are
constructed in such a way that water cannot penetrate through the fabric. In the case of woven fabrics such as acrylic fabrics, we process the fabric to condense between the weaves. Since over time this treatment could reduce its ability to protect water, it is not considered a waterproof fabric, only water repellent. Top Q: Is the assing fabric easy to clean?
Answer: Yes. Most of the dirt is removed only by brushing the fabric dry and then washing it further with lukewarm water and mild soap. If you want stubborn dirt, follow our operating and maintenance instructions included in your post. Top Q: Can I adjust the front height of the a-bead? Answer: Yes, the Model 1000XT has adjustable arms that allow you to
adjust the front height easily according to your preferences or weather. You can move it up or down to prevent sun, wind or rain as desired. You can even adjust two hands independently so that one side is higher than the other due to better rain. The front height of all other models can also be adjusted, but it requires a few mechanical steps. Top Q: Do I have
to take my a-face off and keep it through the winter? Answer: No. Just shut it down and leave it at your house all year round. The SunSetter Oasis freestanding model can also be left outside - it doesn't need to be stored. Our fabrics are designed to withstand elements all year round. But if you're looking for the ultimate protection, an optional matching a-nasta
cover will do the job! Top Q: How do hand-operated models open and close? Answer: All our manual models work with hand comb (included). Open by simply opening the fabric using the hand-joint rod we offer. For XT models, you set the support arms to the desired height. Just close the roll fabric back towards the house (in the 1000XT model you need to
lower your hands before rolling the fabric back towards the house). Top Top
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